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The ad reads, "You want someone who pays taxes and is concerned about how the money is being spent,"
underneath a photo of Bennett and his family and a slogan that reads, "He's one of us."
So Kootenay East Liberal Party candidate Bill Bennett did it again. First his campaign planned to host a
beer night at a pub, advertising free beer. Bennett claims it was not his idea, but some over-zealous
person on his campaign. Plausible deniability. Have a seat in your throne, Mr. Bennett!
Now he runs an ad talking about how voters want to elect someone who pays taxes BLAH BLAH BLAH.
I'm trying to think of a provincial politician in a scandal about not paying taxes. Maybe that's why he
mentioned that idea.
Tom Daschle lost his chance at a cabinet post because of tax problems. Oh, wait. He was looking for a
spot in Obama's cabinet.
Ok, there appears to be no obvious context for him to make that comment, unless not living in Kootenay
East means I'm missing out on some local controversy.
It is only when you look at the heredity and policies of his opponents do we see value in the statement.
NDP candidate Troy Sebastian belongs to the Ktunaxa First Nation and lives on an Indian Reserve so is
exempt from federal and provincial taxes under the Indian Act. Wilf Hanni, leader of the BC
Conservatives, and one of his party's top contenders for winning a riding, is opposed to the governing
Liberals' Recognition and Reconciliation Act.
Bennett has recently broken with party policy to also oppose the new relationship, all to remove one of
Wilf Hanni's greatest wedge issues. He has also run ads recently that neglected to include the Liberal
Party branding, since it carries such a stink to it these days.
So, if Bennett is more crafty than daft, his tax comment is all about continuing to remove Hanni's wedge
and play the race card against his NDP opponent. Plausible deniability exists again. Here is your scepter,
Mr. Bennett!
And while daft and clueless [and arrogant and out of touch, the quite accurate NDP mantra against the
Liberals] are possibilities, my money is on Bennett being crafty, sneaking free beer and racism against
First Nations in because he is desperate to keep a seat he only barely won.
And in the end, he's in trouble either way. If he's too daft and clueless to see how free beer and a comment
about paying taxes might be spun badly, why would anyone vote for him as their MLA?
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And if he's crafty, then he's a lying, scheming, opportunist who will flip on party policy and attack an
opponent by pandering to racists, and that is not a person worthy of representing any British Columbians,
except of course for Liberal voters who happen to be bigots.
But then again, the BC Liberal Party has a convicted drunk driving for a premier, a former mayor under
criminal investigation, a now-resigned cabinet member with a suspended driver's license, a few others
with drunk driving or a plethora of moving violations and a homophobe. And don't get me started on the
sick and disgusting things I heard come out of Harry Bloy's mouth during question period while I was
sitting in the gallery several years ago when there were two female NDP MLAs in the house. That vitriol
steams me to this day.
And while the NDP has its share of candidates with some speeding tickets, the trophy with the headless
bowler goes to the Liberals for either criminal or madly anti-social behaviour--and don't get me started
either on how anti-social their policies have been for 8 years.
So in the end, Bennett seems more crafty than daft to me, in part because he would fit right in with his
party.
So when you go vote tomorrow, Saturday and Tuesday, if you live in Kootenay East, ask yourself if Bill
Bennett is just stupid or a lying racist. Whichever answer you get, make sure you don't vote for him.
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